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Special edition: Mark your calendar for
• Sunshine Day in Salisbury March 17, 2011

NCOGC News

Salisbury Train Depot to serve as site for Sunshine Day 2011

• Newly appointed UNC-system chief to deliver keynote

The North Carolina Open Government Coalition has selected the historic Salisbury Train Depot as the site for Sunshine Day 2011. The annual event, which will be held 11:30 a.m. to 3:30 p.m. March 17, is a celebration of open government laws that require government transparency in North Carolina. The state event is sponsored by the NCOGC and Sunshine Center at Elon University and coincides with Sunshine Week, a national program to promote open government at both the federal and state levels. Tom Ross, the newly appointed president of the University of North Carolina system, will deliver the keynote address at Sunshine Day. The event includes a luncheon and programs on state government transparency.

Keep an eye out on Sun-e Briefs in the coming months for further details on Sunshine Day, including registration information and further programming. In the meantime, visit Sunshine Week at:

http://www.sunshineweek.org/

And visit the historic Salisbury Train Depot site at:

http://www.historicsalisbury.org/depot.htm

• Keep an eye on www.ncopengov for breaking open government news!

• Ensure transparent government in North Carolina. Support the NCOGC & Sunshine Center by clicking here:
http://www.elon.edu/e-web/academics/communications/ncopengov/give.xhtml

Sun-e Briefs are a service of the Sunshine Center made possible through a grant from the Knight Foundation. This monthly news update will keep you in the open-government loop by bringing you news about access issues from across the state and updates on the Sunshine Center and North Carolina Open Government Coalition. Coming to you from Elon University, home of the Sunshine Center, we think you’ll find Sun-e Briefs a valuable addition to your inbox. If you would like to contact us to let us know about a story or to remove your name from our list, please write ncopengov@elon.edu.